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- Les Black, National Schools Manager

“

“

As electric vehicle
adoption takes over in NZ,
our EVolocity members are
having fun, working with
friends to create and race
their own EV. The outcomes
are certainly exciting
and the development of
skills and knowledge in
mechanical, software and
electronics engineering
are important for our
economy.

WELCOME TO
ISSUE THREE

We’re in the most exciting time of
year! National Finals are just around
the corner - prepare to be wowed by
the amazing electric vehicles created
by teams of students from all over the
country. In this issue, we get updates
from a couple of our regions, and
hear about potential career paths
from our wonderful sponsors.
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INTRODUCTION

from the
ceo
CEO Debbie Baker
introduces you to this
edition of the EVolocity
e-zine

It’s the countdown to Nationals

EVolocity programme but haven’t

and wow – an amazing amount

quite made it yet, I’d encourage

of

you

work

regions

has

gone

around

in
the

from

all

country.

to

contact

co-ordinator

or

your

regional

email

debbie.baker@evolocity.co.nz
It’s

the

first

time

the

National

me

–
and

we’ll get you planning for next

event has been held in the North

year.

The feedback from students

Island and we recently held the

is so positive – involving teamwork,

regional finals for Waikato in the

hands-on learning and innovation.

same venue. With 50 teams taking
part, it made for a wildly exciting
regional event, and we’re sure the

For those of you who competed

Nationals is going to be a huge event.

and didn’t make the Nationals, it’s
well worth a trip to have a look at

A big thank you to all our wonderful

what’s going on at the event so you

co-ordinators throughout Aotearoa

can pick up some handy hints, and

who worked so hard to make the

smash it next year. We would love

regional events such a big success.

to see you at Kartsport Hamilton

And we couldn’t do any of this

–

just

across

from

the

without our sponsors who have
really involved themselves this year.
See you at the Nationals!
For any schools who have always
thought about engaging in the
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Airport.

A massive thank you to our fantastic
sponsors - we couldn’t do it without you!

SCHOOLS

NATIONAL
SCHOOLS
MANAGER
Les Black gives us an
update on all things
EVolocity.

Finals time!
We have now held regional finals
for Manawatu, Wellington, Waikato,
Bay of Plenty, Auckland, Nelson and
Canterbury. It is always a thrill to
ride the waves of success as jubilant
teams enjoy their successes and see
how disappointments are handled.
I was impressed in Auckland to see
two teams suffer a setback, take
over a corner of a nearby café and
repair a circuit board to be mobile
again within the lunch break. Some
observers may not have noticed the
team’s hiccup such was their fluency
in getting mobile again. Well done to
the Whangaparoa team!
The regional finals have all mustered
good fields with an EVolocity record
of 48 teams for the Waikato – Bay of
Plenty joint final. This necessitated a
change to programme whereby the
field was split into two in order to run
parallel programmes. The change
created a continuously active day
that
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had

something

happening

at all times and safety was not

utilised the strength of bamboo and

The National Finals at Kart Sport

compromised.

plywood in the two examples shown

Hamilton

on this page.

are shaping up as a competitive

on

November

24th

encounter, as each region brings its

It is pleasing to see vehicle designs
evolving to become more robust

Outstanding

is

own ‘flavour’ to the occasion. The

and durable. Breakdowns are less

becoming more common as concepts

Waikato/BOP finals have encouraged

common and the innovations are

become more adventurous and skills

us to increase the number of teams

impressive. In Hamilton we saw

are refined. It was impressive to see

to 60 which will result in a bustling,

the first of the large monowheels

the Waikato Diocesan bikes and new

buzzy and busy day. Around the

perform, albeit on its own in the

commers New Plymouth GHS teams

regions coordinators are presently

drag race, in case control became

with exceptionally smooth runners.

settling on their qualifying teams,

a problem. Undoubtably riding it

While it will be interesting to see

accommodation and transport are

was learned art, as it resembled a

Fantail Go from Waimea in action

being sorted and vehicles evaluated

bucking bronco heading down the

with

transmission,

and refined. EVolocity Nationals will

straight and gradually improving

Tawa College’s noise maker sounded

be a grand occasion with a broad

stability. While it wasn’t a design for

like a race bike and was a popular

range of vehicles, and lots of proud

success in the EVolocity performance

adornment in Wellington.

builders and happy competitors.

adopted a concept that appealed

Overall,

Roll on November!

and was a huge challenge to build

of the regional finals so far is the

and then ride.

growing numbers of enthusiastic

its

engineering

innovative

categories, the Cambridge HS team
the

lasting

impression

young people developing new skills,
Mahurangi College’s proximity to

talking the talk and walking the walk

boat building companies has enabled

of engineering. Set backs are just

them to learn how to use composites,

problems to be solved and students

and design and build vehicles with

are developing the ability to solve

light

the issues. Pride and ownership are

bodies

and

chassis.

Their

vehicles were impressive performers.

always evident.

In another example, Te Aroha College
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considering
an ebike?
Take our brief survey and
be in to win a $500 voucher
towards your purchase!

What style of ebike are you looking for?
What features are important? How much
do you expect to pay? Answer these and a
few other brief questions and you could win
a $500 voucher towards your purchase of a
MeloYelo ebike.

Click here to take the survey.

MeloYelo is 100% kiwi owned, and
is entirely different from any other

The MeloYelo promise?

- Superior quality control, at every
step

ebike company:
You won’t find a more reliable, more
Rob

comfortable ebike for a lower price.

McEwen, the founder of EVolocity.

Here are the benefits of a MeloYelo

A portion of MeloYelo’s proceeds

ebike:

MeloYelo

benefit

was

founded

EVolocity.

Our

by

sales

- Warranty claims processed quickly
– No need to wait for spare parts to
come from overseas

&

service agents, located throughout

-

NZ, are mostly retired engineers

from Bafang, Asia’s most reputable

- Comfortable gel saddle, standard

and bike mechanics working from

supplier and battery cells from LG

on every bike

their garages at home, who deliver

(LG, Samsung and Panasonic are the

outstanding

top names in batteries)

personal

care

and

An

integrated

electric

system

Take a free, no obligation test ride!
Get in touch with the MeloYelo

service. (Interested in joining our
team? Click here). Our team of

- Battery assist levels and power can

representative

engineers and bike mechanics work

be programmed to meet individual

arrange a time to take one of our

nearest

together to specify every aspect of

needs

bikes for a spin. Or, call us toll free:
0800 MELO YELO.

our bikes – frame, motor, battery
pack, gears, brakes, lights, saddles

- Unlike others, our thumb throttle

– with reliability, performance and

delivers full power whenever it is

comfort in mind.

needed
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you

and

WITH 5 LEVELS OF PEDAL
ASSIST AND A THUMB THROTTLE
THAT DELIVERS FULL POWER
IN EVERY ASSIST LEVEL,

YOU’LL BE THE LEADER
OF THE PACK.

$2295

r power,
The MeloYelo Bootee delivers superio
superior
superior gears, superior brakes and
20” bikes.
comfort compared to other folding

$2395

e, low step
The MeloYelo Townee features a wid
the front
through and battery integrated into
frame for even weight distribution.
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Sales & service agents nationwide.

MY0061

BE IN TO WIN $500 OFF YOUR
EBIKE. VISIT WWW.MELOYELO.NZ
AND TAKE OUR BRIEF SURVEY.

regionals

WAIKATO/BOP
REGIONAL FINALS
Words by Levinia Paku

It was spectacular day in Hamilton for

Te Aroha College who made a cart

this year’s Waikato – BOP EVolocity

reinforced

regional finals. For the first time, the

College’s “ikea” plywood cart, which

event was combined with the Bay

could be deconstructed and put

of Plenty, with four bay secondary

together again; and a monowheel

schools

from

competing

alongside
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by

bamboo;

Cambridge

High

Tauhara

School

schools from Waikato. In total 46

(while it wasn’t the fastest, it was

teams competed on the day. This is

certainly impressive and innovative!).

the largest EVolocity event to date

New Plymouth girls 1kW cart had

and we are likely to see a similar

reversing capabilities build in – not a

number of competitors at EVolocity

typical feature we would see in most

Nationals in Hamilton on Sunday

carts, but an outstanding feature

November 24th.

which earned them the Innovation
award for engineering excellence

The huts and the fence line of

and innovation.

KartSport were packed with gazebos
and the noise of whirring motors. The

It was also the first time that we have

competition was strong and it was

had multiple entries in the Open

fair to say both Waikato and BOP of

Class – EVs with 1kW motors that are

teams were winners on the day.

more powerful and capable of going
faster. We look forward to seeing

Students’ innovation and design

more in the open class next month.

skills were a highlight and we are
seeing more and more outstanding

Overall, the day was made by those

builds. With a variety of builds and

that were there; the comradery, the

designs, from wood to steel frames

good sportsmanship and schools

to recycled material to bamboo,

supporting and cheering each other

students creativity is thriving as

on. Roll on Nationals 2019, its going

the competition grows. Innovative

to be a good one!

builds such as the Green Team from

Photos by Mark Robotham
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proud to
support
evolocity

regionals

WELLINGTON/MANAWATŪ
REGIONAL FINALS
Words by Kim Tabrum

The lyrics to the song The Distance,

being

aptly

by

describe

during

the

the

atmosphere

Wellington

and

Manawatū Regional Race Day -

mentored

tutors

and

from

supported

WelTec

to claim Team of the Year.

Petone,

UCOL Palmerston North, teachers,

The Manawatū region saw Otaki

principals, parents and industry.

College place first with all three of
the E-vehicle entries in the Drag

reluctantly crouched at the starting
line, motors pumping and thumping

The regional Race Day held at

Race, Gymkhana, Economy Run and

in time. The green light flashes, the

Whitireia Porirua saw 11 teams, seven

Street Circuit, and Tu Toa - who built

flags go up, churning and burning

schools and a massive supporter

their E-vehicle in a residential garage

they yearn for the cup. They deftly

base from both the Wellington and

- took out Team of the Year.

manoeuvre and muscle for rank, fuel

Manawatū regions, put their mahi to

burning fast on an empty tank……

the test by competing against each

The

going for distance, they’re going for

other in various speed, economy

are enjoying their phonominal year

speed……..

and agility races. Why? For the

long build efforts, and celebrating

Wellington/Manawatū

teams

grand title of EVolocity champions

success with now only one thing on

However, there are a couple of

of their region. We had the privilege

their mind. They are gearing up to

things well worth the mention, the

of supporting our young people

compete at the National competition

competitors in our version of this

through the trials and success of

in Hamilton November 24th. We

victory song are all secondary school

their builds and witnessing the

wish them all the best and can’t wait

students, they have built their racing

fantastic reward and highlight for all

to see how well they do against all of

vehicles from scratch and, they’re

- racing in the regional competition.

the competing regions.

electric! These students are finding
solutions to real world problems and

Wellington’s

they’re loving it!

Scots College, placed first equal in

competing

school
Race Day was hosted by Whitireia

the Open Class Drag Race and also

Porirua and supported by WelTec

Throughout the 2019 school year

took out the Economy Run. Mana

Petone and UCOL Palmerston North,

students

College placed first for Engineering

Manawatū

from
have

Wellington
been

hard

and
at

Excellence

with

rendition

and four wheeled vehicles using

bicycle, and Tawa College moulded

the

a differential from hand drawn specs

design

process,

the

creative

work building electric two, three
engineering

of

their
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Penny-farthing

ARTICLE

THOUGHT ABOUT A CAREER WITH NZDF?

Words by New Zealand
Defence Force

While

‘military

grade’

electric

We

have

a

number

of

career

vehicles are definitely on the global

opportunities in technical trades

horizon, the New Zealand Defence

across the Navy, Army and Air

Force relies on electrical engineering

Force, and we also offer the chance

skills to keep many of our current

to study NZQA qualifications in

platforms and assets operational.

electrical engineering on the job. As
we provide all the training, you only

“You’ll work
as part of a
tight-knit team,
protecting your

Whether it’s power generation and

need NCEA Level 2 with 12 credits

distribution, refrigeration and air

in Science to be eligible for many of

conditioning, or a variety of other

these roles.

country and our

mission relies on electrical engineers

To attract top talent in some of our

who know our specialised equipment

leadership roles, we also offer a

environment

capabilities, our ability to fulfil our

inside and out.
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whanau, your

from harm.”

number of tertiary scholarships in

work as part of a tight-knit team,

electrical engineering.

protecting

your

whanau,

your

country and our environment from
That’s why we’ve partnered with

harm. And you’ll have the honour of

EVolocity this year. The selection

representing New Zealand wherever

process for our STEM roles and

you go.

scholarships is competitive, but we
know that your experience in this

And who knows? Maybe one day,

event will give you the edge to be

you’ll be the first to work on an

successful with us.

electric armoured fighting vehicle.

A career in the New Zealand Defence

Visit www.defencecareers.mil.nz to

Force gives you real purpose. You’ll

find out more about our trades.
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It’s future
focused - not my
father’s car.
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“

“

ARTICLE

There’s
never been a
better time
Words by Etco

There’s never been a better time

with for most of their career. Today

for an apprenticeship in electrical

they’re

engineering. There are new and

and applications they wouldn’t have

exciting

emerging

thought possible 20 years ago. And

as we enter the fourth industrial

we are just at the beginning, because

revolution characterised by smart

many of the things that our current

homes, smart office buildings and

electrical apprentices will see in

smart factories with machinery and

their careers probably haven’t been

appliances and systems connected

invented yet. This is the ultimate

to ‘The Internet of Things’ (IoT) and

future proof career.

technologies

seeing

new

technologies

talking to each other. In the IoT
we’re seeing robotics, virtual reality

People are needed to install those

and artificial intelligence which are

robots

changing the way we live and work.

connect them into smart systems

and

smart

devices

and

and someone needs to calibrate
It wasn’t that long ago that a

and

person graduating as a registered

the convergence of technologies,

electrician could predict the devices

electricians are in a perfect position

and systems they would be working

to take on these new opportunities.
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maintain

them

and,

with

If this is an area that excites you and

programme, and because of the

get that experience. At the time of

you are contemplating going straight

higher order thinking required to

writing this column, Etco apprentices

to university, you might want to give

design or diagnose electrical systems.

are working in places like smart

that another thought. Universities

In New Zealand there is a strong

office buildings, wiring new homes,

tell us that industry is crying out for

movement to have apprenticeships

Glenbrook

graduates with practical experience

in the academic trades recognised at

superyachts, doing electrical work in

underpinning an engineering degree.

level 7 rather than the current level

New Zealand embassies around the

That

experience

completing

Mill,

fitting

out

4. If you search NZQA’s web site and

world, maintaining equipment at Tip

from

read the definition of a level 7 degree,

Top and fitting out new buildings.

electrical

you’ll see it matches an electrician’s

comes

an

Steel

apprenticeship first and then moving

level

of

thinking

and

challenges

What will your Etco apprenticeship

into university. Doing it this way gives

they face. In some countries, such as

look like, and what will you do when

you practical understanding of the

Germany, an apprentice completes

you graduate? Call and let’s see if our

application of the math and physics

pretty much the same programme as

pathway works for you -

and the principles AND you’ll be

a New Zealand electrical apprentice,

0800 ASK ETCO.

able to move through university with

and they graduate at Level 7.

high paying holiday work because
registered electricians are well paid

Etco apprenticeships are unique in

and there’s always a strong demand

that they provide experience across

for their skills.

domestic, industrial, and commercial
sectors rather than just providing

Electrical engineering is what we

electives to do two of the three

call

because

disciplines. Our apprentices often

you need to have Level 2 math and

work across a range of businesses

science and physics to get into the

during

an

academic

trade

their

apprenticeships
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to

Young people
intuitively believe
that electric vehicles
are the future. So it is
hugely rewarding to
see how readily they
embrace the EVolocity
programme.”
- Rob McEwen, Director

“

“

ARTICLE

supercap bikes with
waikato university
are

of the typical bicycle (or car!), that is

trust. Unlike your phone or laptop,

boldly building things that nobody

a lot of “maintenance” cost over the

that can suddenly get from 43% to

has built before.

life of a bike. In fact, you will probably

3%.

Waikato

University

students

buy the vehicle again every few
Students

Electronic

years. Supercapacitors, on the other

A supercap bike has a range of only

experimenting

hand, are good for tens or a hundred

a kilometre or so. Coasting downhill

thousand cycles.

or riding on the flat it charges it up.

studying

Engineering

are

with running a bike on so-called
supercapacitors.
currently

cost

When you come to a hill it assists or

Supercapacitors
more

than

the

There are other advantages too. It is

takes over completely, giving you a

in

difficult or impossible to know the

rest. This give-and-take style of riding

vehicles, but they have the advantage

energy remaining in rechargeable

is quite different.

that they have a very long life.

batteries, especially as they get

rechargeable

batteries

used

older. Perhaps the best “fuel gauge”

But soon, our experimenters think,

wear

you have is the vehicle odometer.

supercaps will be cheap enough to

out after 500—1000 cycles or a few

The energy in supercapacitors is

give half the range, but twenty times

years, whichever comes first. As they

easy to work out, so you can have a

the life for the same cost. Coming

represent about one-third of the cost

remaining fuel readout that you can

soon to Waikato University.

Lithium

batteries

typically

25
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tribute

a tribute
to chris
swallow
Words by Les Black

It is very sad to acknowledge the

Ultimately he used it at the IOM to

design, in a collaborative working

tragic loss of Chris Swallow, lead

break the magic 100mph average

environment. His garage classroom

EVolocity teacher at Tawa College.

speed for a lap on this class of bike.

buzzed with ideas, enthusiasm and

Chris was killed in a crash at the

He was singled out for his riding

productivity.

Ballaugh Bridge section of the Isle of

ability as the person most likely to

wanted to miss a lesson and benefit

Man TT races on 25 August 2019. He

get the best from the machine…. and

from his gentle guidance.

was a very experienced competitor, a

he did.

regular at the Isle of Man races with

His

students

never

Undoubtably, Chris connected with

a family history of racing stretching

EVolocity must have been welcomed

all of his students and understood

back several generations. His dad

by Chris. With this background in

what was necessary to get the

was also riding in the event this year.

motor sport and engineering he

best out of each of them. In return

The bike Chris raced was a Velocette,

was drawn to the programme and

they flourished in the supportive

a 50’s style of bike with a motor

became a strong advocate, especially

environment he created. They knew

design that was modernised from a

after seeing the impact it had on his

that help was at hand but success

1936 model. Chris worked with a team

students. The project learning course

was dependent on their input and

to lighten the frame and improved

introduced students to the joys of

dedication. The love of learning and

the

engineering, problem solving and

motor

output

impressively.
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the thrill of realising designs dreams

have been left with a huge sadness

certainly drove learning. Assessment

and a hole in their lives that was once

was an aside, a necessity that was

filled with the buoyant personality of

covered off by his well structured

this strong character.

course.
His

“Swallowisms”,

his

positive,

I was fortunate to partner with

sunny personality, intelligence and

Chris when he presented EVolocity

wisdom will be sorely missed. While

to

the

the ‘Chris stories’ abound, they will

‘Loop Day’ for Wellington teachers.

provide solace and no doubt a grin,

While his presentation was low key,

as his students and friends reflect

his enthusiasm was obvious and

on a life well lived, a life of influence,

contagious as he influenced the

challenges and adventure. It is not

thinking of colleagues from other

difficult to conjure memories of this

schools.

man and find comfort in stories or

Technology

teachers

at

incidents. Chris showed us all how
Not just consigned to competing on

to create opportunities, grasp them

the bike, Chris has been described

and wring the best out of them. He

as a “running lunatic”.

was an instigator, a person who lead

completed

a

rare

In 2011 he
74-kilometre

quietly, intelligently and strongly.

double Southern Crossing run over
the peaks of the Tararua Ranges. At

EVolocity will miss his enthusiastic

school he started the ‘AM Mayhem’

support along with his inspiring

club that dragged students and staff

guidance of the Tawa College teams.

(even the Principal) out of bed at 6am

His contribution will be recognised

to face various physical challenges.

through a trophy for the most

They were always a surprise and

supportive teacher in the EVolocity

ranged from running and exercises,

programme across New Zealand. It

to galloping up the stairs of a

will be presented for the first time

significant buildings. He grew a band

at EVolocity Nationals at Kart Sport

of faithful followers who enjoyed his

Hamilton on 24th November.

creative challenges and sense of fun.
Chris’ wife Jenny, two daughters,

Nga mihi Chris. We will miss you.

Tawa College teachers and students

Pictured: Chris
and his dad
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ARTICLE

UC Motorsport
Electric race car leaders: World-first electric
rally car partnership with Hayden Paddon

Words by University of Canterbury
Advanced

Research

Stohl

has announced the University of

Development

Canterbury | Te Whare Wānanga o

and the University of Canterbury

Every year since 2016, UC Motorsport

Waitaha as his technical partner in

Engineering

specifically

have designed and built state-of-

plans to take motorsport into the

their UC Motorsport project team,”

the-art, independent, 4-wheel drive

future by developing a world-first

Paddon said.

electric race cars to enter in the

(STARD)
Facility,

in

and

Rallysport Group.

Kiwi rally driver Hayden Paddon

Austria

highly

electric rally car. Paddon unveiled
details of the project at Paddon

The project team plans to have the

Rallysport

competitive

international

Formula SAE event.

headquarters

first prototype ready by April 2020

at the Highlands Innovation and

and be ready to race in small events

The cars have performed fantastically

Technology Park in Cromwell in

in Aotearoa New Zealand while

well with a current ranking of 3rd in

August, saying the EV rally car will do

testing and developing continues.

Australasia and 1st in New Zealand.

Group’s

This year’s car is looking amazing and

things differently to electric-powered
competition vehicles seen to date.

UC Motorsport Team Principal, Paige

lean – undergoing a major weight-

Cuthbert, said the UC Engineering

loss from 2018.

“The cornerstones of the project

students are “excited to have the

is being held 5 - 8 December

are the technical partnerships we

opportunity to work alongside the

2019 at Winton Raceway (north of

have been able to establish with

motorsport industry” with Paddon

Melbourne).
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The competition
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Interested in taking part in EVolocity, or coming onboard as a sponsor? Get in touch.

www.evolocity.co.nz

marketing@evolocity.co.nz
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